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POINT OF MEASUREMENT

OVER ▬►

Q: At what point on the closing wheels should I measure in-between in order to achieve the  
 recommended 2.25" (2"-2.5") distance between the two wheels?

A: Measure from the bottom edge of the round cast ring–minus the fingers–at its lowest point.

THIS IS AN ADDENDUM TO YOUR CLOSING WHEELS MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

≈2.25"

Mohawk/Zipper with plastic hubs & Mohawk/Zipper Rings Mohawk/Zipper with plastic hubs & Mohawk/Zipper Rings part #:part #:  MO MOR MOML/R SMOR ZPL/R ZRL/R ZPLM/RM MO MOR MOML/R SMOR ZPL/R ZRL/R ZPLM/RM 

Cast Mohawk/Zipper Cast Mohawk/Zipper part #:part #:  CMO ZCL/RCMO ZCL/R

Mohawk/Zipper Max Mohawk/Zipper Max part #:part #:  MMAX ZMAXL/RMMAX ZMAXL/R

≈2.25"

Planting at 2" deep, you’ll shoot for the 2.25" spacing mark at this point. This should be similar 
to where your wheels are currently spaced. If you measure at the bottom center point of your 
rubber closing wheels, it should be approximately the same spacing as where you set these. 
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STAGGERED & OFFSET WHEELS
Q: How do I measure 2.25" (2"-2.5") distance between the wheels when my wheels are staggered or offset?

A: Lay a flat iron, ruler, or other similar object parallel through the middle of your closing wheels.  
 Measure the width of your flat iron. Then split the difference between it and 2.25 to figure out how far away  
 from the flat iron each wheel should be.

1.5" ≈3/8"≈3/8"

 EXAMPLE : our flat iron is 1.5" wide

desired width/distance between two wheels*    2.25"
[minus] width of flat iron  - 1.50"

 [equals] distance required between the flat iron & wheels*    0.75"

distance required between the flat iron & wheels*    0.75"
[divided by] two sides/wheels      ÷ 2

[equals] distance between wheel* & flat iron on each side   0.375"
[equals]  =  3/8"

*measured from wheels’ point of measurement, see other side

1.5"
≈3/8"

≈3/8"

≈2.25"

measure ¼"–½"  
between wheels 
(dotted red line)  
& 1½" flat iron  
(solid red line)

EXAMPLE: 
Our flat iron is 1.5" wide. 
2.25 - 1.5 = 0.75.  → 0.75 / 2 = 0.375" or 3/8"
To approximate 3/8", we’ll measure 1/4" away from the flat 
iron on each side and make sure our wheel is at least that 
far away, but no more than 1/2" away, from the flat iron at 
the wheel’s point of measurement.

1.5" ≈3/8"

≈2.25"

≈3/8"

Planting at 2" deep, 
you’ll shoot for the 2.25" 
spacing mark at this point. 
This should be similar to 
where your wheels are 
currently spaced. If you 
measure at the bottom 
center point of your 
rubber closing wheels, it 
should be approximately 
the same spacing as 
where you set these. 


